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Abstract. Resonant X-ray diffraction and differential
atomic pair distribution functions method is illustrated
with results from a study of 4.5(3) nm Pt, Au and
Pt0.51Au0.49 particles. By doing experiments at two ener-
gies close to the K absorption edge of Pt the atomic corre-
lations relative to Pt and Au atoms in the alloy particles
are differentiated. The experimental data show that Pt and
Au atoms in all three samples arrange in a face centered
cubic type structure while keeping their bond lengths of
2.76 Å and 2.86 Å, respectively, virtually unchanged. This
leads to increased local structural distortions in the alloyed
Pt0.51Au0.49 particles that may affect their catalitic proper-
ties substantially.

Introduction

Atoms in bulk crystalline materials are arranged in a peri-
odic pattern over long-range (mm-scale or longer) dis-
tances. That is why their atomic-scale structure can be
conveniently described and properties explained in terms
of periodic, i.e. deemed infinite lattices – 14 in number
[1]. When an arrangement of atoms sitting on the vertices
of one of these (Bravais) lattices is irradiated with X-rays,
it acts as a perfect diffraction grating and so produces a
diffraction pattern showing numerous sharp spots, called
Bragg diffraction peaks. By measuring and analyzing the
positions and intensities of those peaks it is possible to
determine the spatial characteristics of the periodic lattice/
grating, i.e. to determine the atomic-scale structure of the
respective crystalline material. This is the essence of the
so-called crystal structure determination by Bragg X-ray
diffraction [2]. Many materials of current scientific and
technological interest, such as crystals with local topologi-
cal and/or chemical disorder, nanosized particles (NP)s,
composites, glasses, and others do not exhibit a periodic,
long-range atomic structure. As a result, when irradiated
with X-rays they act as gratings of limited structural co-

herence and show diffraction patterns with a few Bragg-
like peaks, if any, and a strong diffuse component. The
interpretation of such diffraction patterns within the form-
alism of traditional Bragg crystallography is hardly possi-
ble. A non-traditional approach involving high-energy X-ray
or neutron diffraction and atomic Pair Distribution Func-
tion (PDF) analysis has proven much better suited to the
task [3–5].

In brief, the frequently used reduced atomic PDF, GðrÞ,
gives the number of atoms in a spherical shell of unit
thickness at a distance r from a reference atom as follows:

GðrÞ ¼ 4pr½rðrÞ � r0� ð1Þ
where r(r) and r0 are the local and average atomic num-
ber densities, respectively. As defined, the PDF GðrÞ is a
one-dimensional function that oscillates around zero show-
ing positive peaks at distances separating pairs of atoms
while the areas under the peaks are proportional to the
number of atomic pairs at those distances. With this re-
spect the PDF resembles the so-called Patterson function
that is widely used in traditional crystallography [2]. How-
ever, while the Patterson function is discrete and peaks at
interatomic distances within the unit cell of a crystal, the
atomic PDF is a continuous function peaking at all intera-
tomic distances in a material. This is a great advantage
when studying materials where atoms do not necessarily
sit on the vertices of unit cells of infinitely periodic lat-
tices. The PDF GðrÞ is the Fourier transform of the experi-
mentally observable total structure function, SðqÞ, i.e.

GðrÞ ¼ ð2=pÞ
ðqmax

q¼0

q½SðqÞ � 1� sin ðqrÞ dq ; ð2Þ

where q is the magnitude of the wave vector (q ¼
4p sin q=lÞ; 2q is the angle between the incoming and
outgoing X-rays and l is the wavelength of the X-rays
used. X-ray diffraction (XRD) usually employs the so-
called Faber-Ziman type structure function, SðqÞ, related
to the coherent part of the diffraction pattern, IcohðqÞ, as
follows:

SðqÞ ¼ 1þ ½IcohðqÞ �P
cij fiðqÞj2�=j

P
ci fiðqÞj2 ; ð3Þ
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where ci and fiðqÞ are the atomic concentration and X-ray
scattering factor respectively for the atomic species of type
i. A single high-energy XRD experiment, however, yields
a PDF which is a weighted sum of the contributions of the
partial correlations between all distinct atomic pairs that
are nðnþ 1Þ=2 in number for a material composed of n
atomic species, i.e.

GðrÞ ¼ P
i;j

wijGijðrÞ ; ð4Þ

where GijðrÞ are the so-called partial PDFs. Here wij are
weighting factors depending on the concentration and scat-
tering power of the particular atomic species as follows:

wij ¼ cicj fiðQÞ fjðQÞ=½
P

ci fiðQÞ�2 : ð5Þ

This can make ambiguous the interpretation of PDF data,
especially in the case of multielement materials. Element
specificity may be added by employing the so-called reso-
nant XRD, which involves measuring two diffraction data
sets close to but below the absorption edge of an atomic
species, taking the difference between these two data sets,
and Fourier transforming it into a quantity called a differ-
ential atomic PDF [6, 7]. Similarly to Extended X-ray Ab-
sorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, the differ-
ential atomic PDF will reflect only correlations relative to
the element whose absorption edge is probed. However,
unlike EXAFS, it will show these correlations to the long-
est interatomic distances to which they extend in the mate-
rial under study. The approach has been successfully ap-
plied to glasses, liquids [6, 7] and recently to NPs [8, 9].
Here we illustrate its great potential in a study of 4.5(3)
nm PtxAu1�x (x ¼ 0, 0.51, 1) particles being explored for
catalytic applications [10, 11]. The enhanced catalytic ac-
tivity of Pt––Au NPs has been attributed to alloying and
structural distortion effects [11–15] though a complete un-
derstanding why Pt and Au are inert as bulk crystals but
catalytically very active when nanosized and alloyed is
still lacking.

Experimental

Sample preparation

Gold (Au), Platinum (Pt) and gold-platinum alloy (AuPt)
nanoparticles were synthesized by a modified two-phase
method. It involved transferring of AuCl4 and PtCl6 from
aqueous solution of HAuCl4 and H2PtCl6 into toluene
using tetraoctylammonium bromide as a phase-transfer re-
agent. Thiols or amine compounds were added to the or-
ganic solution as NPs capping agents. An excess of aqu-
eous NaBH4 was slowly added for the reduction reaction.
The resulting NPs were collected by removing the toluene
solvent, washed in ethanol, and redispersed in hexane.
Carbon black obtained from Cabot was used as NP’s sup-
port. The carbon black was first pretreated by suspending
in hexane and sonicated for 6 h at room temperature. A
controlled amount of Au, Pt or AuPt alloy nanoparticles
was added into the suspension. The suspension was soni-
cated for another 30 min, followed by stirring overnight.

Thus prepared carbon-supported Au, Pt and AuPt particles
were collected and dried under N2. The carbon-supported
NPs were annealed in a tube furnace at 300 �C under 20%
O2/N2 for 1 h and then at 400 �C under 15% H2/N2 atmos-
phere for extra 2 h. Note that the treatment conditions
adopted here were found to result in very active NPs cata-
lysts [10, 11]. The exact Au, Pt and AuPt NP’s composi-
tions were determined by direct current plasma-atomic
emission spectroscopy and found to be Au, Pt and
Pt0.51Au0.49. TEM studies showed that the NPs are spheri-
cal in shape and with a narrow size distribution centered
at 4.5(3) nm. The carbon-supported NPs were loaded into
thin-walled glass capillaries with a diameter of 1.5 mm
and subjected to XRD experiments.

High-energy resonant X-ray diffraction experiments

XRD experiments were carried out at the 1-ID beamline
of the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne National
Laboratory. All three samples were measured with X-rays
of energy 78.070 keV which is 325 eV below the K ab-
sorption edge of Pt. A pure carbon sample not loaded
with NPs was also measured and used as a reference
“background” sample. In addition the Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs
sample was measured with X-rays of energy 78.370 keV
that is 25 eV below the K adsorption edge of Pt (see
Fig. 1). The beam was delivered by a combination of a
bent double-Laue premonochromator, collimating refract-
ing lenses and a four crystal high-energy resolution
(DE¼ 8 eV) monochromator [16]. The monochromator
set-up was calibrated and occasionally checked during
data collection for stability against sub-eV energy drifts
using the K absorption edge of a pure Pt foil in transmis-
sion. Scattered X-rays were collected by a single, intrinsic
Ge detector coupled to a multichannel analyzer. Few en-
ergy windows, covering several neighboring channels,
were set up to obtain counts integrated over specific X-ray
energy ranges during the data collection. These energy
windows covered: the elastic/coherent intensity only (see
the broken line marked areas in Fig. 2); the elastic, inelas-
tic/incoherent (Compton), and PtKb fluorescence intensi-
ties all together; the PtKa1 and Ka2 fluorescence; and the
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Fig. 1. Energy dependence of the real f 0 and imaginary f 00 dispersion
corrections to the X-ray scattering factor of Pt. The energies below
the Pt K edge used in the present experiment are marked with arrows.



total intensity scattered into the Ge detector. Integrated
counts within these ranges were collected several times
scanning up to wave vectors of 24 Å�1 and then averaged
to improve the statistical accuracy. The integrated range of
only elastically scattered X-ray photons with energy of
78.070 keV was further corrected for detector dead time,
sample absorption and background/pure carbon scattering.
The latter appeared quite weak (see the inset in Fig. 3a) as
compared to the scattering from the NPs due to the much
weaker scattering power of carbon atoms (atomic number
Z ¼ 6) as compared to that of Pt and Au atoms (with
atomic numbers Z ¼ 78 and 79, respectively). The contri-
bution of sample’s fluorescent and inelastic scattering (see
Fig. 2) need not be corrected for since it was conveniently
eliminated during data collection thanks to the usage of an
energy sensitive Ge detector. Note the latter correction is
often of a major concern in atomic PDF experiments since
it is only the coherent/elastic part of the X-ray scattered
intensities that is relevant to the atomic PDFs derivation
(see Eqs. (2) and (3)). The so corrected XRD data was
reduced to structure factors Eq. (3) and then Fourier trans-
formed Eq. (2) to the atomic PDFs shown in Fig. 4a. Note
thus derived atomic PDFs are usually called total in a
sense that they show all distinct types of interatomic corre-
lations in the respective materials. For the Au and Pt NPs
the total PDFs thus reflect the correlations between the
only one type of chemical species: Au––Au and Pt––Pt

correlations, respectively. For the Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs the total
PDF reflects the correlations between the two types of
chemical species present, i.e. Au––Au, Au––Pt and Pt––Pt
correlations.

Next, only the elastically scattered from the Pt0.51Au0.49
sample intensities collected with 78.370 keV X-rays were
subtracted out from the elastically scattered intensities col-
lected with 78.070 keV X-rays. The difference intensity is
quite substantial as shown in Fig. 3a. The reason is that
78.370 keV energy photons excite much stronger the fluor-
escence of Pt atomic species than the 78.070 keV energy
photons since the former are much closer to the Pt K ab-
sorption edge than the latter (see Fig. 1). As a result more
X-ray photons appear as Ka1, Ka2 and Pt Kb lines and less
are elastically (i.e. with an unmodified energy) scattered in
the former data set than in the latter (see Fig. 2). The dif-
ference intensity was used to derive the so-called differen-
tial structure factor [6–8],

DSðqÞPt
¼ Icohðq;E1Þ � Icohðq;E2Þ � ½h f 2ðE1Þi � h f 2ðE2Þi�

h f ðE1Þi2 � h f ðE2Þi2
þ 1

ð6Þ
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a�

b�

Fig. 2. Scattered intensities vs multi-channel analyzer number taken at
a fixed wave vector, q, of 20 Å�1 with X-rays of energy 78.070 keV
(a) and 78.370 keV (b). The intensity of the elastically scattered
photons (marked with a broken line in red) greatly diminishes and
that of the fluorescent radiation (Ka1, Ka2 and Kb) increases when the
data are taken closer (i.e. at 78.370 keV) to the Pt K absorption edge.

a�

b�

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental XRD patterns for 4.5 nm Pt0.51Au0.49 parti-
cles measured with X-rays of 78.070 keV (black) and 78.370 keV
(red) energy. The difference (in cyan) between the two data sets is
shown at the lower part of the plot. In the inset the 78.070 keV data
set is shown again this time with the XRD pattern of pure carbon
used as a support of the particles. (b) Total (single energy of 78.070
keV X-ray photons) and Pt differential reduced structure functions
q½SðqÞ � 1� extracted from the data sets shown in (a).



where E1 and E2 denote the data sets collected with X-
rays of 78.070 keV and 78.370 keV energy, respectively,
and the atomic scattering factors f ðEÞ ¼ foðqÞ þ f 0ðq;EÞ
þ if 00ðq;EÞ are evaluated with the respective for the two
energies dispersion corrections f 0 and f 00 [8]. Note in the
derivation of DSðqÞ the Icohðq;E1Þ and Icohðq;E2Þ data
sets need not necessarily be subjected to prior correction
for background/pure carbon scattering since it naturally
cancels out in their difference. The corresponding Pt dif-
ferential atomic PDF, DGðrÞ A, was obtained via a Fourier
transformation as follows:

DGðrÞPt ¼
2

p

ðqmax

q¼0

q½DSðqÞPt � 1� sin ðqrÞ dq ð7Þ

where qmax extends to 24 Å�1. Note, since only the scatter-
ing form factor of Pt atoms changed significantly, the dif-
ferential atomic PDF contains contributions from atomic
pairs involving Pt-i type atoms only, i.e.:

DGðrÞPt ¼
P
i

DwPt-i GPt-iðrÞ ð8Þ

where

DwPt-i ¼ cPtci Re ½ fið f *PtðE1Þ � f *PtðE2Þ�
h f ðE1Þi2 � h f ðE2Þi2

; ð9Þ

f *ðEÞ is the complex conjugate of f ðqÞ and i ¼ Pt, Au [8].
The as obtained Pt differential structure factor is shown in
Fig. 3b. Its Fourier transform, the so-called Pt differential
atomic PDF, that reflects Pt––Pt and Pt––Au correlations
only, is shown in Fig. 4b. Furthermore, by using the
MIXSCAT approach [17] the Au––Au correlations in the
Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs were also obtained from the experimental
total PDF and Pt differential PDF data. Basically the
MIXSCAT approach involves appropriately weighing two
experimental atomic PDFs and taking a difference be-
tween them to eliminate particular atomic pair correlations
that appear in the two PDFs but with different weight con-
tributions (e.g. see Eq. (8) in Ref. [17]). Following the
MIXSCAT approach the Pt––Pt and Pt––Au correlations in
Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs were eliminated and the Au––Au correla-
tions extracted as follows:

Au––Au partial PDF

¼ (our Total G(r))/wij – (our DG(r)Pt)/DwPt-i (10)

where wij and DwPt-i are the weighting factors of the
Pt––Pt and Pt––Au atomic pairs estimated using the respec-
tive definitions given in Eqs. (5) and (9) above. Note the
derivation of the Au––Au partial PDF by Eq. (10) is rela-
tively straightforward in our case since both experimental
PDF data sets involved in it have been derived from XRD
data collected on the same instrument with similar statisti-
cal accuracy and to the same Qmax value, and have also
been subjected to analogous correction and Fourier trans-
formation protocols. The resulting Au––Au partial atomic
PDF for 4.5(3) nm Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs is also shown in
Fig. 3b. Thus by conducting two high-energy XRD experi-
ments close to the Pt K absorption edge structure data
sensitive not only to the atomic ordering but specific to
the chemistry of Pt0.51Au0.49 alloy NPs were obtained.

Results and discussion

As can be seen in Fig. 4a, the total PDFs show a series of
sharp peaks reflecting the presence of well defined atomic
coordination spheres in the NPs studied here. For
4.5(3) nm particles of perfect crystallinity the respective
total PDFs should show physical oscillations up to dis-
tances of 4.5 nm. The experimental PDFs, however, decay
to zero at distances of about 3.5 nm which indicates the
presence of local structural disorder diminishing the NP’s
structural coherence length to distances shorter than their
size. Noble metals based NPs are often found to show
such disorder mostly due to surface relaxation effects [18,
19]. The total PDFs for Pt and Au NPs have their first
peaks positioned at distances of 2.76(1) Å and 2.86(1) Å
which are very close to the Pt––Pt and Au––Au bond
lengths in bulk Pt and Au, respectively. The first peak in
the total PDF for Pt0.51Au0.49 is positioned at about
2.80(1) Å which may be interpreted as an “average” me-
tal––metal atom bond length (metal¼ Pt, Au) in these
NPs. The eventual presence of fine structure in that peak,
i.e. the eventual presence of distinct Pt––Pt and Au––Au
bond lengths, may not be resolved in the present total
PDFs since the qmax of the XRD data is 24 Å�1 limiting
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a�

b�

Fig. 4. Experimental (line in black/symbols) and model (line in red)
total atomic PDFs for 4.5 nm Au, Pt and Pt0.51Au0.41 NPs shifted by a
constant for clarity (a). Low-r part of the total atomic PDFs together
with the experimental Pt differential (line in red) and Au––Au (line in
cyan) partial PDFs for Pt0.51Au0.41 NPs (b). Arrows mark the posi-
tions of Pt––Pt and Au––Au first coordination spheres/bond lengths.



the real space resolution (Dr ¼ 2p=qmax) to approximately
0.25 Å. The experimental total PDFs may be approxi-
mated very well (see the red lines in Fig. 4a) with a model
based on a face centered cubic (fcc)-type atomic ordering
occurring in bulk Pt and Au. In this type of Bravais lat-
tices based modeling a PDF for an infinite fcc lattice is
first computed. Then each of the coordination spheres of
the perfect lattice is broadened by a convolution with a
gaussian function to take into account the presence of
thermal (Debye-Waller type [2]) and static local atomic
displacements in real NPs. At the same time the computed
PDF is multiplied by a particle shape (spherical in our
case) dependent function which is zero for distances long-
er than the size of the NPs being modeled. It is a simplis-
tic approximation to the structure of real NPs but is useful
since it allows i) to verify the type of their atomic order-
ing and ii) obtain a set of structural parameters (e.g. lattice
constants and atomic displacement amplitudes) that may
be compared directly with those for the corresponding
bulk materials. The computations were done with the help
of the program PDFgui [20]. Thus obtained “lattice” para-
meters for Pt, Au and Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs are 3.92(1) Å,
4.07(1) Å and 3.99(1) Å, respectively. For reference the
lattice parameter of bulk fcc Pt is 3.924 Å and that for
bulk fcc Au – 4.080 Å. No lattice parameter for bulk
Pt0.51Au0.49 is known since Pt and Au are immiscible in
bulk. The result shows that atoms in all NPs studied here
exhibit a similar, fcc-type atomic ordering. The PDFgui
modeling also yielded an “average” root-mean-square
(rms) displacement amplitudes of 0.016(1) Å, 0.016(1) Å
and 0.023(1) Å for the atoms in Pt, Au and Pt0.51Au0.49
NPs, respectively. Obviously atoms in the Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs
suffer extra, i.e. beyond the usual thermal and surface re-
laxation induced structural disorder, and disorder is known
to affect the catalytic properties of metallic NPs very sub-
stantially [21].

To understand the origin of the extra structural disorder
in Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs we turn our attention to the resonant
XRD derived data. As can be seen in Fig. 4b the Pt differ-
ential PDF has its first peak at a distance close to the Pt-
Pt bond length in pure Pt. Furthermore, the Au––Au par-
tial PDF has its first peak at a distance very close to the
Au-Au bond length in pure Au. The result shows that
Pt––Pt and Au––Au bond lengths in 4.5(3) nm carbon sup-
ported Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs do not take some average value
but remain very close to their lengths in pure bulk Pt and
Au. Thus when metal atoms of different dimensions
(Ptdiameter ¼ 2.76(1) Å and Audiameter ¼ 2.86(1) Å) are
mixed together in NPs of an fcc-type structure the latter
inevitably will have to distort locally to accommodate
them. This may well explain why the rms atomic displace-
ments in Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs are stronger than those in pure
Pt and Au NPs. A similar effect has been observed in
semiconductor alloys [22]. A question arises then how the
different in size Pt and Au atomic species arrange them-
selves in a locally distorted fcc-type structure across the
4.5(3) nm NPs: forming a completely random or partially
ordered alloy, or phase segregating in a core-shell type
morphology as some theoretical predictions suggest [23–
26]? To answer it structure models featuring NPs of real
size (4.5 nm) and shape (spherical) that may incorporate

chemical inhomogeneities extending beyond a single unit
cell of an fcc lattice have to be built and tested against the
experimental PDF data in a manner described in Refs. [27,
28]. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the spatial arrangement of
the Au and Pt atoms in the alloy and phase segregated
model NPs is very different and so will be the respective
Pt––Pt/Au and Au––Au atomic correlations. Hence, the
models may be rigorously tested and refined against the Pt
differential and Au––Au partial PDFs resulted from the
present experiments. Such modeling studies are underway.
Results will be reported elsewhere and used to verify the
suggested strong relationship [10–14] between the chemi-
cal order-disorder effects and catalytic activity of PtAu NPs.

Conclusions

Coordination spheres related to a particular atomic species
can be “highlighted” and others “dimmed” by exploiting
high-energy resonant XRD, allowing to reveal the atomic
arrangement in materials of limited structural coherence
with both good spatial resolution and elemental specificity.
This is a clear step forward in extending atomic PDFs
analysis toward achieving a better sensitivity to sample’s
chemistry [29]. In particular, Au––Au and Pt––Pt bond
lengths differing in only 0.1 Å are clearly revealed by con-
ducting Pt K edge resonant XRD experiments on
4.5(3) nm carbon supported Pt0.51Au0.49 particles. Note that
such a resolution is very hard to achieve by traditional
high energy X-ray or neutron diffraction since it would
require collecting data to wave vectors as high as 60 Å�1.
It may be difficult to be achieved by EXAFS experiments
either since EXAFS data from species having absorption
edges too close to each other, as it is the case with Pt and
Au, are not trivial to disentangle [30]. Furthermore, differ-
ential and partial atomic PDFs are element specific and so
can be very useful in exploring chemical order-disorder
effects. In particular, they can be successful where high-
angle-annular-dark field scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy and other imaging techniques may fail [31] due
to the very similar contrast (i.e. atomic/Z number) of the
atomic species in the material studied. The resonant high-
energy XRD and differential atomic PDFs technique re-
quires a small amount of sample and works in various
sample environments (e.g. supported NPs, samples in solu-
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Fig. 5. Cartoons of Au_core-Pt_shell (left up), Pt_core-Au_shell
(right up) and Au––Pt random alloy (down) NPs with an fcc-type
structure. Au atoms are in yellow, Pt – in gray.



tion etc). Given this, and the number of high-energy syn-
chrotron radiation facilities available worldwide, the tech-
nique should find widespread utility.
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